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letter /

to Salzburg to check out a historic brewery called Augustiner. The next 
day we had a near-empty session at the park, and when we wound 
down for the night the feeling of anticipation grew, as I knew the next 
day would hold exciting travels. 

On Monday, our whole crew ended up loitering around Ignition for 
several hours, then Wes and I again Shanghaied Leo off of his usual 
routine for a ride to the train station to begin what would be an all-day 
mission: heading to Amsterdam. We’d booked the trip while hanging 
out with Ogger, deciding we needed a way to get to Frankfurt anyway, 
deserved some rest and relaxation before Winterclash, and knew we 
could meet up with Adam Killgore, Chris Majette, Jon Jon Bolino, Erik 
Stokely and John Schmidt at the Grasshopper on Wednesday morning 
at 11 a.m. The only problem with this whole genius plan turned out to 
be the train ride, which we had expected to be a pleasant overnight 
voyage to the cherished land. Instead, it was like we were helpless 
sheep trapped in a 100-degree hot box, complete with mystery odors, 
sounds and a cute but old Dutch couple. I later told Wes that I had 
to keep repeating to myself “No pain no gain!” every time I shuffled 
around in my seat, desperate to find a spot in which I could fall asleep. 
A point that never really came. 

Then it happened: We arrived in Amsterdam. And it was raining, and for 
the first time in the history of taxis, two cab drivers didn’t rip someone 
off, taking our bags out of their trunk after we told them where we 
were heading. They pointed and told us to walk. They were right. The 
hotel we were looking for was about six short blocks from the train 
station, at the grand entrance to the famed Red Light District. The 
Hotel Beursstraat to be exact. After climbing the five flights of stairs 
from hell, we found our room, finally got to stretch out, and cleaned 
up before seeing what the hubbub was all about. The word turned out 
to be that Amsterdam was less dangerous than people made us expect, 
but all the other rumors were true. It was an interesting time, with 
great people-watching. Much as surely people were watching us. 

Drifting to sleep that night I was not only looking forward to hooking 
up with the Philly guys the next day, but also to the rapidly approaching 
Winterclash. Which meant we’d soon be heading back to Frankfurt to 
meet up with Benny and his brigade to get to the event. And there 
were plenty more mini-adventures yet to be discovered. In fact, the 
events (or at least the outcome) that followed make up most of this 
issue. There were not only the wild times in Amsterdam with the Denial 
guys, but also the ridiculous hotel experience in Mulhausen. The sick 
VW van Jele rolled up on that chauffeured us to the event in style. 
The Hedonskate guys with their awesome intensity. Eight hundred 
ONE magazines getting circulated at Winterclash. Thorsten and the 
Grindhouse girls. Great skating, better reunions; new experiences and 
new friends. Going to Europe was everything it needed to be and 
nothing I can even really capture in words, despite my lengthy and 
hopefully insightful attempt here. For all the miles traveled, we hope 
you enjoy the result. 

Justin Eisinger
Editorial Director

In the process of making this issue, ONE spent nearly three weeks in 
Europe. Believe me, in this economic climate, it was not cheap. The 
strong euro pulled us over the barrel every time we went to the wallet, 
but after hearing tell of the Winterclash for many years we decided it 
was time to check it out. And being the kind of people we are, the kind 
who like to make the most out of their opportunities, we decided to go 
early enough to check out winter ISPO, giving us time between events 
to hang out and get a real taste of Germany. 

Our all-night flight landed Sunday morning in Frankfurt, where Benny 
Harmanus and Jele Otte picked us up at the airport then immediately 
drove us three and a half hours southeast to Munich. Still reeling from 
the time change, long flight and oily film building on our skin, we 
found ourselves inside the glitzy ISPO show with press credentials and 
no idea where we were going. Eventually, we focused enough to find 
the Powerslide/Conference booth, which is where we met Dominique, 
Basti Beheim, Matthias Knoll and our soon-to-be host Matthias Ogger. 
Then we found the Valo guys, namely Brandon Smith and Jon Julio, 
hanging out with Patrick Studer. Then someone suggested we find the 
UCON guys, so we did that, too. Before the show ended, Wes and I 
treated ourselves to an overpriced steak dinner and beer, then met up 
with everyone else who was headed toward a snowboard booth where 
free drinks were flowing. 

This freewheeling lifestyle kept going not only for the rest of the night 
— putting me at nearly 39 hours of no sleep before hitting the hay 
on a yoga mat on a hard floor in a Munich apartment — but also 
for the rest of the week while we shot photos with Matthias Ogger, 
invading his space and making him watch silly German television like 
“Good Bye Deutschland” while we stayed up all night drinking tall 
bottles of Augustiner Brau. The Valo guys were staying at a cool hostel, 
the Wombat, which had a bar with great prices, so that was another 
hangout until they left for Ignition, but then we left soon after. And 
that was another freaking story, as we failed to note the punctual 
departures and platform status of the trains in Germany, ending up not 
on the correct train to Bad Reichenhall, where Leo from Ignition was 
waiting to pick us up at the station, but instead in Salzburg, Austria, 
then back in Germany, with no train in sight, teamed up with a local 
guide who got us on a bus to our final destination. When we arrived 
many hours late in Bad Reichenhall, Leo and Gagi actually found us 
and didn’t kill us. We owe them for this eternally. 

We arrived at the Ignition park late at night to a raging beer pong game 
and plenty more beers to drink. I’d heard that beer was cheaper than 
water in Germany, and it was proving to be true. We drank until the Rat 
Tail guys showed up, even later than us because of a harsh snowstorm 
during their drive from Frankfurt, and we headed to Gagi’s place, where 
we were crashing. Packed tight in Gagi’s flat, the San Diego homies 
shared fun times in a new land, enjoying great food, better beer and 
listening to Jon Elliott and Jan Welch speak German. Ignition has a great 
park, so there was a demo on Saturday, followed by Leo leading us all 

"�0:42 to Amsterdam, or the Lion Doesn’t Sleep Tonight, 
a.k.a. Midnight Train to Paradise?"
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scene /

I was asked to write an article about my life in Frankfurt, which is kind of weird. I 
don’t spend that much time in my hometown these days. I share an apartment with 
Marco Mopils, who is not only one of my best friends, but also my tattoo artist. We 
see each other maybe once a week. Either he stays at his girl’s place, or I am not in 
town, as I visit my girlfriend in Nuremberg, which is two hours from my city.

My regular week looks like this: Leave Frankfurt on Sunday, stay at my girl’s house, 
and come back directly to work on Tuesday morning. Mostly, I work 12 hours a day, 
three days in a row, straight away. My main job right now is to take care of clients at 
a market research facility, which can be fun and interesting, but sometimes extremely 
exhausting. I try to see my friends as much as I can. It’s a crew of active and ex-
rollerbladers, which is cool, as we’ve known each other for 10 years now.

In between, I take care of Chimera and my German rollerblading news page PinTV.de 
as much as I can. Without a notebook computer, my life would not be possible, so 
I never leave home without a bag full of devices.

As Nuremberg has become something like a second home for me, I spend more and 
more time with the local rollerbladers there. It’s pretty fresh to see so many new 
spots and get some fresh influences from skaters such as Dave Benski, Dan Groner 
and Alex Rudolf. I really can’t wait for springtime, and real street skating, as I am so 
sick of one-hour car rides to skate crappy indoor parks. There is nothing wrong with 
park skating, but the last cool park near Frankfurt closed some years ago. So it’s not 
really a surprise that living in Frankfurt means being a street skater looking for the 
next best stunt (believe me, we do not have that many spots to have fun at on a 
daily basis). That’s the way life goes. External circumstances affect our lives, but in 
the end it’s always up to us to make the most of a situation, that’s something you 
have to get used to when rollerblading for more than 10 years. I still love it, and I 
can take it with me, wherever I go.  – Benny Harmanus

frankfurt/nuremberg
Benny Harmanus / photo by felix strosetzki
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take� /

Rollerblading
1. Means freedom
2. Should not be the only thing in life
3. Gave me one of my best friends
4. Let me travel the world
5. Taught me about life

Cartoons
1. SpongeBob
2. The Simpsons
3. Happy Tree Friends
4. Family Guy
5. Schlümpfe

Every skater
1. Should be a role model
2. Should not complain about how bad the industry is
3. Should go out and skate instead of talking shit on the Web
4. Should not take the whole thing too seriously
5. Should respect each other

Music (changes every day)
1. Kavinsky
2. Kool Savas
3. Etienne de Crecy
4. Rhymefest
5. Feist

Favorite brands
1. U
2. C
3. O
4. N
5. !

> photography by wes driver

jochen smuda
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spring '08gear /
Inspired by the insights of Team Rollerblade pro-riders, this 
unique frame is fast and light and lets you create custom 
wheel configurations and holds a 72 mm wheel. Perfect 
for a cushy anti-rocker setup. The Switch frame works with 
Rollerblade Downtown and Point 8 skates.  All other skate 
brands need to be modified to fit 72mm wheels.

rOLLErBLADE switch frAmE

retail: $70.00 

Alex Broskow and company keep the new duds coming, and 
one of their latest offerings is the Hate t-shirt. Available in 
grey, natural white, and black, this shirt tells people exactly 
what they are thinking when they check out your dirt-bag-
but-stylish blade-dog ass. Not your ass, ass, but just you, 
you filthily little pig.  

ViBrALUX hAtE t-shirt

retail: $24.00

Them Bearings is the new, uh, bearing side of Them Goods, 
and they hit the market running with three style to choose 
from—ABEC 7, Pro Series, or Swiss. The Haffey or Bailey Pro 
Series and the ABEC 7s come in at $19.99, with the hyper-
quality Swiss joints going for $70. “Best in the world ride 
Them Bearings” is their claim to fame.

thEm gOODs thEm BEArings

retail: $19.99 – $70.00

Froze your ass off all winter, trying to stay fresh while out in the 
chilly streets? Then get smart and cop a Sherpa v2 from Con.
Artist. Heavy lining throughout the entire hoodie gives maximum 
warmth, while the hidden seam pocket, mp3 cord management 
and sleeve-anchor thumbslits pack that extra touch. 

cOn.Artist shErpA hOODiE V2

retail: $59.00

The Asym Hood comes with a three-paneled hood, very 
comfortable fluffy inside lining and a customized cut. Useful 
pockets like the iPod pocket in the front will make your 
life way easier, especially while listening to some good 
music through your headphones. The Asym also features 
a ventilation system in the back and plenty of little extra 
little details. 

UcOn Asym hOODiE

retail: $99.00 

The hard-working guys over at BHC are finally ready to 
drop their new urethane on everyone, and it comes in the 
form of the Al Hooi Pro Wheel, weighing in at 57/92. And 
taking the wheel game back to like, the Third World/Heavy 
days, each new four pack will include collectible team rider 
trading cards. 

BLAcK hEArtED cOLLABOrAtiOn hOOi prO whEEL

retail: $28.00 set 

Denial ups their Know Rollerblading credo and gets a 
mouthful out of three short, simple words on their new 
Go and Roll t-shirt. Get your hands on the shirt Jon Jon 
was wearing when he thrashed Bittercold Showdown, and 
use the simple mantra as inspiration to get out and blade. 
Comes in various colorways in S—XXL. 

DEniAL gO AnD rOLL t-shirt

retail: $18.00 

Chimera celebrates the Winterclash with the release of the 
Jojo Jacobi Winterclash wheel. Officially debuted at the 
‘Clash, this wheel is 58mm with an 88 durometer, with a 
profile that’s perfect for shredding transitions like those at 
the Ignition Skatepark. If you too think Jojo deserves some 
props for all he does, get these rollers under your feet. 

chimErA jOjO jAcOBi wintErcLAsh whEEL

retail: $29.95 set 
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just released / 

Wu-Tang says it recorded more than 50 tracks before deciding 
on which 16 to pack onto “8 Diagrams,” their first full-length 
album since 2001. If a listen to the prerelease teaser “8 Diagrams 
Mixtape” is any indicator, calling the final pick difficult would be a 
major understatement. Production genius and Clan leader RZA has 
beats to burn, and while packing “Mixtape” with tracks such as 
“Good,” “Treez” and “Watch Your Mouth,” they somehow saved the 
best for the main event. Full of the grime and street grit that set 
their sound apart back in the day, “8 Diagrams” manages to stay 
fresh amidst a different hip-hop climate, thanks to untouchable 
production by RZA and a crew of MCs who have honed their skills 
to the sharpness of a Hattori Hanzo sword. Special guest George 
Clinton lends his presence to tracks such as “Wolves” and “Tar 
Pit,” and the standout tracks “Stick Me For My Riches” and “The 
Heart Gently Weeps” build so naturally around their samples and 
choruses that they momentarily transcend the Wu’s hip-hop sound, 
exploring a more cerebral sonic soundscape. With “8 Diagrams,” 
Wu-Tang proved that after six years they could reassemble like 
Voltron and not only recapture their trademark sound, but also 
find new ways to package that which they represent.  – JE 

wu-tang clan
8 Diagrams

2007 Motown/Universal

favorite track:
“Stick Me For My Riches”

MGMT, pronounced “Management,” is another band that could get 
lumped into the “quirky-kitsch” phenom, but thanks to the grand 
sonic space the group creates on its first major-label studio album, 
“Oracular Spectacular,” it avoids that trapping. From the opening 
track, “Time to Pretend,” it becomes clear that this Brooklyn-based 
duo isn’t taking itself too seriously, as the guys suggest living 
mock-pretend rock star lives over a surging pop hook, but as 
the album clicks to track two MGMT instantly turns off the overt 
tongue-in-cheek irony and instead crafts the sincere, down-turning 
“Weekend Wars.” Listening further on, “Oracular” continues to 
present the uncanny simple sensibilities of members Andrew 
Vanwyngarden and Ben Goldwasser, mixed with outlandish and 
sometimes otherworldly instrumentation. Yet despite their obvious 
intentions to retain a lo-fi edge, moments all across “Oracular 
Spectacular” share an almost classic arena rock tone, the sort 
designed to pound from 10,000 speakers in some arena rock 
opera. But then it would make sense, really, because MGMT seems 
most comfortable with make-pretend, or at least heavy optimism. 
Said Vanwyngarden in Spin, “The apocalypse is in the zeitgeist… 
but it doesn’t have to be about death and destruction; it could 
be the shattering of a mass hallucination… where the human race 
realizes its true potential!”  – JE

mgmt
Oracular Spectacular

2008 Red Ink/Columbia

favorite track:
“Pieces of What”

classic / 

We all know how “In Rainbows” was released online about two 
months before the actual disc went on sale. Radiohead had run 
out its contract at EMI with 2003’s “Hail to the Thief,” and when 
the band finished recording its seventh album, “In Rainbows,” 
it allegedly had not decided how to release the material. So an 
experiment of sorts was concocted, an experiment to see if the 
band could retain all ownership and rights to its music and still 
make it sell. So the band released online first — a deal in which 
you could name your own price for the download — then with a 
“discbox” sometime in December 2007 depending on where you 
live. The band claims that the estimated 1.2 million downloads 
the day of release is exaggerated, though research has shown 
the average download price was around $7.80, meaning even 
far fewer than that 1.2 million would be a pretty sweet number. 
But more important than numbers and ownership is the music, 
and Thom Yorke and company deliver a package of ultra-high-
concept production. From the haunting wave pools of “Nude,” 
to the harmonic resolves on “Reckoner,” crunchy guitars where 
applicable, and the insatiable percussion at every turn on the 
entire album, “In Rainbows” delivers what everyone pretty much 
expected: another great Radiohead album.  – JE 

radiohead
In Rainbows

2007 Self-released/ATO/Red

favorite track:
“Weird Fishes/Arpeggi”

“Hey, homie, if ya feel me, Tell them tricks that shot me that 
they missed, they ain’t killed me…” says 2Pac, deep in his third 
verse on “Can’t C Me,” the first track off the second album on 
1996’s double-disc “All Eyez on Me.” Selling more than 12 million 
copies, this album reached platinum status just four hours 
after its release on Feb.13, 1996. Considered by many to be the 
greatest rap album of all time, “All Eyez on Me” is a defiant tour-
de-force from a true-life ghetto Hamlet. Though representative 
of the West Coast during the great East Coat versus West Coast 
battle of the late ’90s, Tupac Shakur was born in Harlem, N.Y., to 
an active member of the Black Panther Party. Surrounded from 
an early age by aggressive activism, family members intertwined 
with law enforcement, and incarceration, Tupac enrolled in an 
acting troupe at age 12. He got involved with poetry, jazz and 
ballet. He performed in Shakespearean plays, and he met a 
young and yet undiscovered Jada Pinkett (Smith). Given such 
an eclectic background, it seems Tupac became a true product 
of his environment, further proven through the subject matter of 
his songs, the ways he managed to land himself in jail, and how 
he ultimately died.  – JE  

2pac
All Eyez on Me
1996 Death Row/Interscope

favorite track:
“Picture Me Rollin’”

As ironic, loose, jangly and catchy as you can be, the Dead 
Milkmen helped pave the way for future — and much less 
interesting — punk bands. After recording some experimental 
cassettes, Restless Records released “Big Lizard in My Backyard” 
in 1985. Though the band wouldn’t achieve any sort of real 
exposure until three years later, after putting out “Punk Rock 
Girl” on “Beelzebubba,” the songs captured on “Big Lizard” 
contain a sense of driving enthusiasm that sets it apart on both 
the likeability scale and the originality charts. The Dead Milkmen 
pepper their toe-tapping punk chord structures with irreverent, 
defiant lyrics and a heavy dose of arrogance as they declare 
in “VFW”: “My room is such a pigsty, my floor has never been 
swept, but I’ve got a fuck-off attitude, and that’s something 
that should be kept… In a fucked up world!” And don’t forget 
“Bitchin’ Camaro,” the breakout track from the release. Opening 
with a rambling, spoken intro among the bandmates, the 
recorded version mocks Jim Morrison and the Doors, the rising 
HIV epidemic, and, of course, it became a crowd favorite. Who 
doesn’t love a song about a spoiled shit who gets a new Camaro, 
breaks all the rules and doesn’t get in any trouble ’cause his 
dad’s the mayor?  – JE   

the dead milkmen
Big Lizard in my Backyard

1985 Restless

favorite track:
“VFW”

Imagine one of those Corona beer commercial settings, with the 
perfect azure water, white sands and bright sun. Now imagine the 
warm sand pressing against your skin and the refreshing water 
licking at your heels as you stretch across the beach, face toward 
the sun, patches of light penetrating your eyelids to show you 
God. It feels perfect; it feels alive. That is what “Down Chorus” 
is to me, as created and presented by Scottish musical duo 
Boards of Canada. Using analogue equipment, as well as a mix of 
electronic and conventional instrumentation, including distorted 
samples as well as live and radio or film lyrics, the layering and 
blending of these elements gives the group’s music a warmer, 
emotive quality often meant to inspire nostalgia. They can also 
inspire a psychotic freak out if you’re not careful, because Boards 
of Canada is highly interested in subliminal messages, and this 
record is full of barely audible yet strangely unsettling sound 
bites, some of which have been tied to David Koresh, the Branch 
Davidians, numerology, and the like. Though as an album this 
isn’t necessarily the most listenable straight through, “Geogaddi” 
is a great addition to your iPod, as the songs will find their way 
into your playlist and haunt your visions while inspiring your 
imagination.  – JE 

boards of canada
Geogaddi

2002 Warp

favorite track:

“Down Chorus”

Given that the Black Lips have suddenly become the most sought after underground 
indie band, the first thing that surprised me about their presence onstage at the 
Casbah was how down to earth they seemed. Gold-grilled guitarist Ian Saint Pé said 
something like, “Thanks for coming to see us nice Southern boys,” then they launched 
into their show. There might have been a “ya’ll” in there too. In fact, I’m sure there 
was. But seriously, that’s how it started. The Black Lips, of onstage pissing and insane 
antics fame, came on and thanked everyone for showing up, then took control of our 
audio receptors. For some reason, people felt the need to mosh, a trend I thought was 
reserved for all-night snowboard industry parties in German nightclubs.  

After kicking through a loud, appropriately accurate performance of new-album gems 
such as “Lean,” “Katrina,” “Step Right Up” and some noteworthy covers I’ve since 
forgotten, the Black Lips took their sweet-ass time smoking, getting high, or whatever 
it is musicians do before their encore, but whatever it is they do, the Black Lips must 
have done a lot, ’cause they let everyone simmer long enough that a majority of the 
dumbo, mosh pit crowd split. Then they rocked a short encore set before triumphantly 
departing out the side door. 

It was just outside the side door where I encountered bassist and lead singer Jared 
Swilley smoking a cigarette and looking pretty worn out. It’d been a high-energy show, 
the fast pace of their furious Southern psychedelia pounding its groove deep into your 
head, but he seemed quite attentive when I thanked him and his publicist for the ticket 
they kicked me but let him know that two would have been better, so Wes could’ve 
been there doing his thing, and that it wasn’t the only thing his publicist fucked up. 
There was the phone interview where we got a bum number, and yeah, well, the ticket 
count again, but whatever. Good show. 

A moment later we had a round of drinks and some time on the stoop. We talked 
about the press and how the Black Lips are supposedly the “it” band of the 
time, a notion Swilley didn’t deny but wouldn’t confirm either. He insisted that 
the press’ accusations of their onstage antics are exaggerated, but that they all 
love to party. “Who doesn’t?” we wonder. I asked him what he thought about the 
mosh pit crowd in the front, smashing all the indie kids and young sweetnesses 
that had come to see them play. “Shit, that stuff just happens, you know. College 
towns, dudes who can’t control their alcohol, whatever, I guess they like the 
music. But really, I guess we’re lucky there wasn’t a fight tonight, though maybe 
it would’ve made it even wilder!”

sounds /

SOUND CHECK > black lips / the casbah > san diego, ca   
by justin eisinger  /  photography by daniel arnold

Good Bad Not Evil
Vice Records
2007
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blade dvd /
It's a tired Monday night in Frankfurt, Germany, a full house of wayward American and German rollerblade titans are sprawled out 
on the floor of Benny Harmanus’ fifth-floor apartment. Days after an unforgettable 2008 Winterclash event and with a fresh copy of 
the soon-to-be-classic “Clip 4” DVD in hand, Brian Shima, Jon Elliott and the ONE magazine crew are taking a load off to see what 
all the hype's about. 

The newest installment of the most anticipated rollerblade video series in a long time comes custom packaged in a solid white, 
Beatles-esque draw-your-own-cover box (that includes six of your very own custom markers). The presentation alone makes you 
wonder if, like most things in life, the packaging is better than the product inside. 

I’ll let you in on a little secret: When you pop this sucker in, you won’t be disappointed. With the exception of maybe the Spencer 
Franks movies of the past (“Krank” and “One Love”), this is one of the few excellently orchestrated, well thought out Superman's 
kryptonite of rollerblading videos.

As you may already know, the Clip DVD series almost exclusively caters to Europe's market and its best skaters. In “Clip 4,” expect 
more of the same high-quality, jaw-dropping skating. From Germany to Japan, these kids capture what is happening today in 
rollerblading, leaving known production quality on the editing room floor. Erik Bailey and Jon Julio in San Francisco, Fabrice Guyont 
and Chiaki Ito in Tokyo, the Portugal section, France, and England’s finest, Oli Short. 

In an age of forgettable skating and skaters, it seems this video is a statement of what we're about and how we should be 
perceived. My longtime partner gets his, too, in this flick with an exclusive Drew Blood lost-and-found section using an undefeated 
catalog of footage that stirs touching memories of the early Life+ days. I can respectfully tip my cap to the creators, skaters and 
people who continue to make videos like this possible. The pride, commitment to excellence, and care with which this film is 
crafted are second to none. 

I would be doing you, the reader, a great disservice if I didn't mention my highlight of “Clip 4,” the ender of enders section, Oli 
Short. With a quirky and clever introduction and straight bananas English ripping, Mr. Short's profile needs no HELP! whatsoever, 
and it solidifies him as one of rollerblading’s most improvisational and interesting to watch skaters. Like the rest of this video, this 
section is a can't-miss. 

High-end production, absolutely top-shelf skating, an eclectic soundtrack and next-level editing by all involved, this gem belongs in 
a laser-guarded bulletproof case next to the Dead Sea Scrolls… or just in your video collection. Bravo!  – Cory Casey

clip 4 / directed by Lukas v. Monkiewitsch and Jochen Smuda

It finally happened… some blade media you can share with people on the outside. Really, you don't have to quickly skip a page or 
hit the next-chapter button. This is some real blading by some real Italians. It’s pretty refreshing to see some dudes who are not 
directly associated with the “industry” put out such a well-made book and DVD.

“The Wasted Years” book basically documents the last four years of these friends’ lives. The photos mostly consist of skate shots 
and some artsy lifestyle deals, as well as a couple of shots that made the Be-Mag print cut. The layout is clean and simple, and 
the paper quality is high, like an art book. 

Accompanying the book is a DVD that is equally as sweet. It’s packed with some really solid shredding. It’s not your typical blade 
flick, as far as the newest unseen moves go. It’s more the “look how much fun blades are” kind of deal, which makes for something 
new and enjoyable. I'm super stoked these guys made this book. You can tell these cats love to blade. You should, too. Go get 
your copy.  – Erik Bailey

featuring 
oli short 
erik bailey 
fabrice guyont 
chiaki ito 
matthias ogger

The Wasted Years / directed by Francesco Tommasi and Davide Regoli

White boyz, Salomonz, and song titlez—those were the first things I noticed about “The Birdz and the Beez.” The second thing I 
realized about the video was that it seemed a little slow, despite the club-like beat set in motion by the Top 40 soundtrack, which 
didn’t do a lot to capture the “wow” factor of a lot of the tricks that were featured. Which is a bummer, because to me, that’s the 
greatest strength a director/editor has, building drama and setting a tone, and the tone of “Beez” was pretty “ehh,” and the drama 
was almost non-existent.
 
That’s not to say that the blading wasn’t of a seriously high caliber, because a lot of it was. Mike Garlinghouse delivered my favorite 
section, and I would say spending his summers under the wing of guys like Rob G. at Lake Owen definitely shows in his execution 
of maneuvers; very precise and comfortable. His section also seemed more tightly edited than the others, which gave it more 
momentum. Other standout performers were Brett Dasovic, with his rubber-like super hops, and seemingly plastic balance; Ryan 
Googins with his disasters; and Aaron Peterson, who obviously knows how to backslide.
 
What I think this video illustrates is that experience and know-how behind the camera is as important as what’s happening in front 
of the camera. I mean, this is a pretty good DVD, but it could be even better with some re-editing, and maybe some more thought 
put into how to capture a trick, especially a hammer, to make it look its best on screen. That said, there is no doubt in my mind 
that the Minnesota scene is going to continue to make an impact on blading with its dedication to the craft and community.  – JE

featuring 
michael garlinghouse 
brett dasovic 
ryan googins 
aaron peterson

The Birdz and the Beez / directed by Dan Knapmiller

featuring
Nicola Fiorenza
Nicholas Bertini
Juri Mattii 
Davide &  Daniele Regoli
Francesco Tommasi 
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tidbits /

tech / Powerstick by Ecosol > msrp $70

If the battery on your iPhone, iPod, boring old cell phone, or other 
portable device has died on you, then you’re exactly the customer 
the Powerstick was designed for. Charging through a USB port in 
about 90 minutes, this little guy comes with nine adapters and can 
plug into just about anything. And with a full charge, it can double 
your talk time. Turn it on and off with the power button, and moni-
tor your stored charge with the LCD display. It may sound like no 
big whoop, until it saves your ass!

Have you been missing something when you go to the sneaker 
store lately? Noticing a trend in sneakers where the same 15 to 
20 styles are always on the wall? Looking for something a little 
different from your regular old Dunk or Air Force or Vans? 

Well, a pair of sneakers from UBIQ might be just what you’re looking 
for. The Japanese-turned-American shoe brand has successfully 
taken classic footwear styles from a variety of different cues 
and flipped them into a slightly different, fresh sneaker that will 
definitely give you a new touch to your wardrobe.

The EL is a quasi skate/casual shoe that pulls most obviously from 
the Vans Slip-on. Add a bit of height, a leather buckle and a thinner, 
lighter side panel to its already ubiquitous (hence the name UBIQ) 
vulcanized sole and we’re talking a whole new game here. UBIQ 
offers it up in a load of both typical and unorthodox materials. 
The canvas upper pair here pairs with a denim side panel in three 
colors, and a full-grain leather buckle.

Being a part of the UBIQ brand, I often hear, “Why would I buy 
that when I could just get a pair of Vans?” The simple answer to 
that: If you’re always going into a store looking for that special 
something that you’re not used to seeing, why would you “just get 
a pair of Vans”?

The EL and other UBIQ shoe styles are available at Barneys in New 
York City, Commonwealth in Washington, D.C. (cmonwealth.com), or 
at UBIQ’s flagship Web site, ubiqlife.com. Look for tons more styles 
and colors of the EL coming soon. Peace.  – Mike Rios

The copy of “A Constant Suicide” I have has the following inscription on the 
title page: “To ONE, Thanks for progressing!” It says that because author 
Brian Krans is a rollerblader, and he reads ONE. We think that is pretty cool. 
What’s also cool is the book, which in title sort of scared me with visions 
of a too-dramatic, self-pitying tale of typical teen angst, but is instead a 
concise, thought-provoking and nostalgia-conjuring story of life during the 
impressionable stages of early adulthood. 

It’s centered on Chris, a social turd and fresh college freshman who knows 
nothing of college life except what he’s seen in “Van Wilder,” PCU” and 
“Animal House.” Instead, he meets Ethan Costello, and despite an awkward 
start the two become fast friends. Ethan provides the socially inept Chris 
with confidence, camaraderie and a social life, and ultimately self-esteem. 
So it comes as a great shock to Chris when he finds out that Ethan shot 
himself in the head. 

Flashing between passages that we realize come from Ethan’s own journal and 
the first-person narrative of Chris, throughout the story we meet characters 
cleverly created to fit into almost anyone’s college memory bank, or to fit 
the soon-to-be experiences of those heading in that general direction. But 
the characters are well-defined in their generality, which adds sincerity to a 
story that would have suffered without a strong audience connection.  

Touching again on the description and detail of the characters Krans creates, 
I have to point out what an excellent job he did handling Ethan’s mother. 
She was a dead-on representation of the cold, distant, beautiful and sexual 
creature that adorns so many families of that type. She was a selfish bitch 
but she made me horny, just as she was supposed to, reminding me of the 
tragic reality captured in what is hopefully the first of many works from this 
promising young author. – JE

book / A Constant Suicide
written by Brian Krans / Rock Town Press

kicks / UBIQ EL    

“Juno” is the latest installment from the cool seekers over at Fox Searchlight Pictures. Remember 
“Little Miss Sunshine”? Well, maybe you don’t. Either way, this division of Fox hunts down and 
funds those little pictures that could, and “Juno” is no exception. The story is pretty simple, with 
Ellen Page playing the lead character, Juno, who finds herself pregnant after having sex, for the first 
time, with her high school boyfriend, Paulie. Wise beyond her years and full of witty sarcasm, Juno 
makes everyone in the religious right proud with her decision to keep the child and offer it up for 
adoption. However, her decision seems to be more influenced by the creepiness of her local clinic 
as opposed to her moral fortitude. Paulie is pretty much aloof, goofy and lacking confidence overall. 
So basically, he’s a high school nerd, and his influence onscreen is more one of comic relief. One 
must wonder how this guy even got laid in the first place with someone as snappy as Juno. All the 
guys I knew like him surely didn’t. And if they did, it wasn’t by someone who was cooler than them. 
I find the strength of this film not really being the leading actors’ performances (the supporting cast 
is really where the talent lies), but the superbly written script, by ex-stripper Diablo Cody, which 
could really make any young actor seem witty and charming. Oscar-winning performances? Give me 
a break. Well-written, entertaining and downright hilarious at times? For sure. However, I would 
probably skip this one unless you have a steady girlfriend to watch it with. Otherwise, who wants 
to sit through a film about someone getting knocked up (and keeping the baby, mind you) when 
you are trying to get laid yourself by the girl sitting next to you? Rent something like “Superbad” 
instead, because anyone looks more mature than those guys.  – Wes Driver

flick / Juno Directed by jason reitman

Surely you’ve heard of Stanley Kubrick and enjoyed some of his fine films, such as “A Clockwork Orange,” “Full Metal Jacket” and 
“Eyes Wide Shut.” He did other ones, such as “2001: A Space Odyssey,” “The Shining” and “Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to 
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb.” If you’ve seen his movies you’d know it, because he pioneered a cinema-graphic vision based 
on an unparalleled level of perfectionism and imagination that forever changed movies. “Stanley Kubrick: A Life in Pictures” is 
directed by Kubrick’s longtime assistant Jan Harlan and narrated by Tom Cruise (long before his current infamy).

Like most thorough documentaries, this one starts with rare footage of a young Kubrick dancing with his kid sister, bumping 
her to the floor with a forceful swap of his behind, enjoying the playground, playing piano, singing, and, as his sister would 
say, generally not being a normal boy. As the footage shows, young Kubrick did seem unfit to be a child, and as this footage 
suggests in this context, Kubrick’s mind was developed far in advance of his outward physical appearance, a point driven home 
by the fact that the guy used to hustle chess games in the park to make ends meet. Later he would play all his leading actors 
in ongoing chess games. 

At just 16 years old, Kubrick sold a photo he took of a newspaperman mourning the death of President Roosevelt, a chance 
happening that led to future feature work for the same publication, Look. But as this documentary drives home, it’s the 
foundation of photographic technique and understanding that played a major role in the visual structure of his films, an element 
that proved to be the most consistent of the various Kubrick films: their inventive and engaging cinematography. Though they 
would also share their own inventive sense of personal awareness and soul, the stunning way in which Kubrick used the camera 
to capture light and followed his subjects created an emotional attachment that made characters like Jack in “The Shining” 
believable, and the same with Alex in “Clockwork.” Through his storytelling, Kubrick was able to comment and explore facets of 
modern culture that otherwise would have been unpalatable and perhaps too taboo. Sure, the reaction was split between the 
devoted and the disapproving, but as interview after interview in this documentary shows, the man himself was most concerned 
with creating what he thought was perfection; or at least striving for it. Jack Nicholson said of Kubrick, “Everyone pretty much 
acknowledges he’s the man, and I still feel that underrates him.” Eccentric? So they say. A mad perfectionist? Depends on who 
you ask. Controversial? You bet.

street talk / 
Ice: To ice is to put a freeze 

on the positive action of any 
given scenario. Cockblocking, 
chesting and bogarting are all 

forms of ice.   

Examples:

spot-ed / 
San Dieguito Double Set

Encinitas, ca

Chris Haffey
fakie 720

Aaron Dizon
gap to frontside to gap 

on the flat rail  

Nick Wood
gap to true miszou

Frazer Watson
gap to true top porn

Brian Bell
gap to back royale (the first)

“Colin won’t answer his phone; fool is ice.”

“I got iced by the bakery; no bear claw.”

“Don’t ice me, bro!”

comic / The Foundation #1

Boom! Studios
$3.99

Nostradamus, the famed 16th century prophet whose wealth grew upon the success of his books, uses his 
vast sums to fund a foundation designed to prevent his predictions from coming true. That society lives on 
throughout the ages, and we are introduced to a host of shadowy figures, all employed by this foundation, 
in this premiere issue. Most prominent is a gentlemen in his mid-30s, a bit cliché in appearance with a patch 
over one eye, whose inner monologue serves as narration for the reader as we are shown the steps his 
team takes to interfere with events to ensure a predicted outcome. Whether or not the foundation’s motives 
remain true to the founder’s is left unexplored, and sure to become a plot point as the story unfolds. An 
intriguing story I plan to follow. – JE

press play / Stanley Kubrick: A Life in Pictures   
by Justin Eisinger / Directed by Jan Harlan
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contest / winterclash 2008
february 9 / muhlhausen, germany

It is a curious thing how blunt European people are. This isn’t a bad thing, but they 
definitely speak their minds without worrying whether it offends you. Realistically, 
it is a refreshing approach to dealing with people, as so much of rollerblading is 
smug grins, high-fives and handshakes. Lots of talk and oftentimes no action. 
However, Jojo Jacobi and company are getting it done in Europe, promoting the 
scene and throwing arguably one of the wildest contests in all of Europe. In the 
spirit of the European skaters, I will make this a no-holds-barred version of the 
contest.

After traveling through ice and snow from America and riding in the back of a 
cargo van for a few hours, we arrived at the site of the contest. Sixty kilometers 
from the Autobahn on winding roads in a remote village we came to a giant skate 
park called “God only knows what.” Jojo and the rest of the organizers were 
busy building booths for the trade show, working on the ramps and making for a 
spectacular contest. Props to everyone who made this contest happen, because 
you are the reason this event is a great success year in and year out. We had a 

chance that night to catch up with Jon Elliott, Brian Shima and Jan Welch, only to 
get the news that everyone else from America had just left and that Brian Aragon 
had suffered an injury to the top of his foot and would likely not compete. 

The next day brought with it a sort of drunken madness. I departed with the guys 
from the Conference (thanks, Bauer, for saving me from the airport) and met up 
with all the Sunshine Distribution dudes. Probably the craziest part of the whole 
skate park atmosphere was that they sold beer at the concession stand. Couple 
this with the fact that they would pay you to bring back your bottles and it makes 
for a fairly drunken day. Six empties meant you walked away with a free beer. Little 
gypsy rollerbladers were going around and stealing peoples’ beers, even if they 
were only 3/4 done, and just dumping them to get their own beer. Ruthless as 
that sounds, there were people who traveled from far and wide and actually spent 
the nights sleeping in the skate park. Tents were on top of the launch boxes and 
it was a very surreal scene to soak in. The guys from Hedonskate were passing 
around a bottle of vodka to anyone and everyone, and I had to remind them that 

 
by adam johnson
photography by wes driver & jon elliott
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results:
1st place: Erik Bailey
2nd place: Worapoj Boonnim
3rd place: Stephen Swain

vodka reminds me of sixth grade and that I would stick to my beer. 
Truly, this was more of a rollerblade party than a contest. Jon Julio and 
Valo were giving away Jaggerbombs, and it seemed like everyone was 
drunk enough to be your best friend or your archrival. Everyone spent 
about 12 hours at the skate park that day, and there was no nightlife in 
the entire town, so everyone smoked cigarettes until dawn and talked 
about rollerblading. Boring.

Saturday and a few hundred hangovers later, the contest was about to 
begin. They had built a death wall for kids to try and kill themselves on, 
and this seemed to be the ticket to the semifinals, as every American 
got cut after the first round except Chris Haffey and Erik Bailey. The 
problem with the contest is that amateurs skate their prelims, then the 
women, then the pros, then it starts over again with the ams. Being 
at a skate park two days in a row for 12 hours a day leads to a lot of 
beer drinking, and most everyone got bored enough during the waiting 
period between heats to get a little saucy. Unfortunately for Haffey, he 
had a collision during warm-ups, and Bailey was the lone representative 
for the United States in the semifinals. He advanced with some Bailey 
badass beastly blading and then the ams came back on to try to steal 
the show.

Rumors began to circulate, thanks to Elliott, that the whacko who 
thought he could disaster to soul on a square ledge from 12 feet up 
broke his spine and was suffering from internal bleeding. People started 
to get a little scared that this contest was getting out of hand, and Jon 
probably saved someone’s life that day, as nobody else tried to commit 
suicide. As it turns out, the maniac was actually fine. 

Kendama mania had swept Winterclash and a sea of pros were playing 
with their shiny new toys. Kind of like a ball and a cup, Kendama is a 
phenomenon from Japan that is sweeping America and Europe thanks 
to Jeremy Stephenson. Drinking beer and playing Kendama became the 
national pastime in Germany for the weekend and helped to stave off 
cabin fever as we were stuck at a skate park with nowhere to go but 
McDonalds.

Hours later, I awoke in a chair, alone, to the sound of roaring. Bailey 
had just won the contest in the head-to-head format on the death wall 
versus the international man of mystery from Thailand. You see, when 
there are two-hour intermissions between the pros skating, you might 
accidentally fall asleep. Front torque to topsoul to 450 into the bank 
for the walk-off win, and it was the first time an American had won the 
Winterclash. A big congrats goes out to Bailey and the Valo guys, as it 
seems they are mopping up at contests so far in 2008.

Later that night, we came back to the skate park (rolls his eyes) for the 
Afterclash, a huge techno party. The highlights included being called 
a bitch for not wanting to chug vodka, the Santee crew rubbing their 
penises on anything that moved, a giant dance party to drum and bass 
courtesy of Dom Sagona, and Robbie Whitcomb from Santee inquiring 
in the men’s room, “Does anyone want to see a giant cock?” I had the 
grand responsibility of being the designated driver, and I am pretty 
sure I am one of the few people who remember the night in its entirety. 
Unfortunately, there isn’t much worth writing about.

The next day as I was walking down the airport terminal I saw Haffey, 
Aragon, Nick Wood and Connor O’Brien about to board their plane, 
and the mischievous devil on my shoulder told me to yell to Brian, 
“Don’t do it man, don’t board that plane.” Well, within seconds the 
Transportation Security Administration people had my passport and 
ticket and were interrogating me in plain view of everyone and treating 
me like a terrorist. Hasn’t anyone ever seen “Final Destination”? rollerblading magazine

"People started to get a little 
scared that this contest was
getting out of hand..."

matthiEu hEinEmann / 360 tRansfER ERiK bailEy

ERiK bailEy / aO aCid sOul
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baCKslidE tO faKiE

Jeff Dalnas caught my eye about four years ago on one of the 
RFCC tours through Rhode Island. I heard mention of his name, 
had seen some edits and wondered what this kid was all about. 
All I had heard was that he was cocky and conceited. I thought 
to myself, “How is this kid going to expect to fare against the 
rest of the professionals in the sport?”

jeffdalnas
 
by richie velasquez
photography by wes driver & john haynes
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bcsdtradeshow

I finally really got the chance to meet and chat with Jeff during 
the Bitter Cold Showdown in 2005. He skated amazingly, but 
there was something else about him that intrigued me. He knew 
he was good, but he also had heart and drive. I would soon get 
to know a lot more when I took over as the Rollerblade team 
manager. 

Last year was a true testament to Jeff’s potential. We spent 
about three months on the road visiting schools, performing 
demos, holding clinics, hosting Amateur Inline League events, 
and hitting most of the major contest stops. Putting someone 
through early mornings and late-night driving is a rude 
awakening for any athlete who is not used to this line of work. 
He handled it great, with the occasional swift kick in the ass. 
Traveling is not easy on your mind and body… but when it 
came to representing he always pulled through. Not only did he 
skate to his fullest ability at every stop, but also he made the 
time to talk to kids, sign autographs and represent like a true 
professional athlete should. 

I asked Isaac Oltmans from Eulogy Wheels why he chose Jeff 
for his team and he said: “I believe the first impression I had 
of Jeff was from a clip of him doing this huge backside royale 
down this three-story, two-kink rail. It was by far one of the 
gnarliest things I’ve seen on skates. After that, I had to check 
him out. I had to see how his personality and work ethic was. 
I was blown away. His personality was engaging, his work ethic 
was professional, and in my opinion I felt I had just met the 
future of rollerblading. Not only is he a phenomenal skater, but 
he does school shows to promote rollerblading, and if only one 
kid walks away impressed and asks his or her parents for a pair 
of skates, he’s done his job. The goal of our industry should 
be — if not already is — to put new feet into new skates, and 
encouraging them and fostering their growth in rollerblading. 
Jeff, I believe fulfills that persona.” 

So that’s a glimpse at what Jeff Dalnas is all about. Now, hit 
up an event in 2008 and see what he’s really like. He’ll be out 
there, blading pro for companies such as Rollerblade, Con.Artist, 
Skatepile, Crap Bearings and Eulogy. rollerblading magazine

"... there was something 
else about him that 
intrigued me. He knew he 
was good, but he also had 
heart and drive."

ROyalE / san diEgO, Ca
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bs saVannah in san diEgO, Ca / phOtO by wEs dRiVER
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matthias ogger

tOpsidE aCid / muniCh, gERmany
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ONE: Hey Matze, how you doing? Matthias Ogger: I’m fine.

Good to see you again. Listen, I know you’re coming to the United States next 
week for the first time ever. Can you tell us a little about your trip? Oh yeah, it’s 
my first time coming out to California and to the United States, and I’m coming 
with my friend to L.A. to meet up with John, the guy who made “Thrill,” to work 
on a section. So first we’ll be in L.A., then we’ll come down to San Diego to see 
you guys. Check out all the hot spots and just have a good time.

What was it like when Wes and I came to Munich? Did we totally haze your 
scene after cramming into your apartment? Did you have any particular good or 
bad times? It was a good time. It was fun. It was a really chill week. 

I thought it was cool that you always knew where you wanted to go. You were 
like, “We’re gonna go here, and today we’re gonna go here.” I know we talked 
about it in Munich, but it was really refreshing to work with someone who had 
a plan and knew what he wanted to do. Like the day we went out to that rail… 
the gate rail. The pony rail. 

I’d never met matthIas Ogger untIl we crOssed paths near the pOwerslIde bOOth at IspO, but he’d already 
agreed tO play hOst tO wes and I durIng Our stay In munIch. all I really knew abOut hIm was that hIs sectIOn 
In “clIp 2” was badass, as were the phOtOs he shOt wIth dan busta fOr daIly bread. Once we met, It was 
clear that there was a hell Of a lOt Of persOnalIty behInd all that bladIng, and sO began a mInd-bendIng 
week In germany wIth thIs undercOver hOOlIgan at the helm. always In sOmeOne’s way Or makIng sOme scene, 
matze cannOt help but Impact whatever sItuatIOn he’s In, whIch If nOthIng else Is entertaInIng. he’s alsO really 
OrganIzed, jugglIng schOOl, wOrk, skatIng, a gIrlfrIend and hIs famIly, and stIll havIng tIme tO deal wIth us 
amerIcans. he knew where tO skate, hOw tO get there (fOr the mOst part), and Offered thIs fIrst-tIme vIsItOr 
tO hIs cOuntry an IntrIguIng lOOk IntO lIfe In deutschland.  –jE

 
by justin eisinger
photography by wes driver
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It was a long train ride, and we’re out there and we’re like, “Where are we 
going?” and then it came through. It turned into a good time. I was thinking 
about it before, to which spots we could go, which spots would be cool for a 
photo. So I was trying to go to spots that aren’t what you see every day in the 
magazine. Just try to have some cool spots that are a little bit different. 

Talking about that, let’s touch for a moment on your �80 over the double 
set. We talked about your perseverance and how you tried it a bunch of 
times, and how you kept landing then that crack would fuck you up. What’d 
you think when we finally left that spot? I just tried it and I almost had it, 
somehow it was landed, but I was trying to land it more clean, but the landing 
didn’t let it work out more clean, and I hurt my heel — nothing special. 

Then you missed Winterclash… Yeah, well, yeah. 

Fuck. At least you got your cortisone steroid shot and are doing better now. 
But let’s talk for a second about your – I know you had one of the feature 
sections in “Clip 2” and Daily Bread did an article with you a couple of years 
ago — where else can people look to see more Ogger. The Undercover DVD. 
With all the Undercover wheels came a DVD with sections, but I think the DVD 
and the wheels only came out in Europe, not in the U.S. 

I also saw you tearing it up in the Lisbon section in “Clip 4.” Like, that 
fishbrain on the curved ledge is pretty damn impeccable. I know it’s sort of 
a premature question since you aren’t coming to the U.S. until next week, 
but you mentioned how Undercover is a little more in Europe than America, 
and as a European skater how do you interpret the differences between the 
scene there in Germany and over here in the United States? Oh, that’s a… hard 
question. Let me think…

Sorry! I think, yeah, I think that in the United States there is much more pro 
skaters, and some people can live a little bit from skating there, and that’s 
what we don’t have in Europe. We don’t have anyone that can live from 
skating. I think in the United States it’s a little bit more professional. 

What about Al Hooi, or guys like… I thought there were more pro skaters for, 
like, the Conference brands here than there were in the United States? Do you 
see skating in Germany going up or coming down. Oh, it’s changing all the 
time. Sometimes there’s a down and people are quitting rollerblading, then 
there’s other times it’s growing. Right now, I think it’s getting more and more. 
It’s growing and getting bigger. 

Well, other than yourself, who’s skating real hard in Germany? Who’s making 
a name for themselves, and who’s pushing the scene to keep progressing? 
The Clip guys with the videos, Grindhouse with the tours around Europe, and 
Winterclash helps a lot. Some other people are trying to make big events like 
Winterclash and we will see if it works or not. 

Who is your influence as a skater? Who do you look up to, or who helped 
create your vision of how you see skating? Influences, I have a lot, from, 
like, Jochen Smuda. When I started skating he was on the top, and I pretty 
much liked his skating. He was a big influence for me, and I also liked the 
skating of Walt Austin back in the day. That was also really cool. There are a 
lot of people. 

Walt is interesting. Very influential… Getting around in Germany is pretty 
easy with the trains. What is your favorite city to skate? I would say Stuttgart 
and Munich are my favorite places to skate. Stuttgart I like because there are 
always lots of people, and lots of spots that are close to each other, and they 
get new spots. Munich I like a lot ’cause it’s just huge and every week they 
get new spots. 

OK, a couple of years ago Brandon Mateer hit his head in Barcelona and it 
was a bad, bad scene. Then recently Cameron Card sort of had the same 
scenario while filming for the Six Won Six DVD. I’d like to talk for a moment 
about the injury you sustained to your back and how it’s impacted your view 
of the sport? Since that injury (Matthias broke two vertebrae in his back in 
2005), yeah, I’m maybe a little bit more careful when I do a big trick; check 
the run up better, think how exactly I want to do it and stuff… Before, I used 
to just come to a spot and just try it; I didn’t think about it. 

But since the damage to your back — you’re recovered and you’re fine — you 
still go a couple of times a week to physical therapy, so it’s like… it sounds 
like you’re saying you learned that there can be consequences to mistakes, 
and so it’s smart to try to avoid those mistakes. Nobody likes to be hurt. Just 
thought I’d remind people that Matthias Ogger was a badass skater, broke his 
fucking back, is back and is skating as well as he ever has.  rollerblading magazine
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kevin meland / by brad magnuson with photography by john haynes

am hourl

With a new year upon us, yet another Minnesota skater has earned the 
amateur spotlight; his name is Kevin Meland. I’ve know Kevin for a few 
years, and he’s always been a big part of the Minnesota scene. 

Before I personally knew him, I always knew of Kevin from seeing him 
throw down every summer at the Minnesota street contests. Now, after 
going on the Con.Artist East Coast tour, I feel like I know him better. 
Any time you spend a week straight skating, partying and driving 25 
hours with a person, you’re bound to become good friends. It wasn’t 
hard to get to know Kevin, as he’s definitely not afraid to spark a 
conversation. 

Possessing a very solid, recognizable style, it’s almost no surprise to 
learn that Kevin grew up next door to Chris Farmer. It seems like some 
of the Farmer influence rubbed off on him. One trick I’ve seen Kevin lace 
numerous times that I’ll never understand is alleyoop negative makio. 
Chris and Kevin are the only two skaters I’ve seen bust that trick. I’m 
not sure if that’s just a coincidence, or if maybe Chris is teaching Kevin 
some of his ninja moves. 

A few years ago at the Bitter Cold Showdown, a young kid randomly told 
Kevin he has the most stylish royales in rollerblading. I kind of think 
that’s when Kevin first realized he could go a long way in skating. At 
BCSD this year, I was watching Kevin skate and realized how much he 
stands out with his steezy style. The funny thing is that when you look at 
him, it’s kind of hard to believe he’s as good as he is. With the skinniest 
body ever, it looks like his frail body would break easily, but believe me, 
Kevin can definitely take a hard fall. He has that determination where 
even after slamming, he gets right up and laces his tricks.

Every time I come to Minneapolis, Kevin is always down to skate, film or 
party. He enjoys his 40s and Danzig, and although Kevin has a full-time 
telemarketing job and a girlfriend, he always finds time for his friends.

gap tO banK / minnEapOlis, mn
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misty flip / ChaRlOttE, nC

chiakiito

I haven’t seen Chiaki Ito in years, but we traveled around the world together. 
And although we spent a lot of time in each other’s company, I can’t say I 
know him all that well. In fact, I’m not sure we ever had a fully intelligible 
conversation: I don’t speak Japanese, and he didn’t speak much English. Since 
our friendship couldn’t rely much on language, it was somewhat unusual. Action 
was the medium of our communication: We would jokingly sing songs that he 
knew (“Pretty Woman”), play guitar and invent silly games, like trying to make 
faces that resemble inanimate objects like french fries and soda cans. (Chiaki is 
very good at this, and it’s hilarious.) In short, we played.
 
Chiaki’s skating expresses those aspects of his character that make him so fun 
to be around. It’s versatile, playful and creative. He always manages to find 
exciting, unconventional things and ways to skate, without shying away from 
the formidable drop rails and ledges. And he does it with enviable style and 
exactitude. Mix all this with a resolute commitment to rollerblading and you have 
someone we should all feel lucky to still have in the game. 

 
by nick riggle
photography by wes driver

spotlight:

gap tO tOp pORn / san diEgO, Ca
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contest / bittercold showdown 2008
february 23 / columbus, ohio

This year’s Bitter Cold Showdown was the most exciting event I’ve 
attended in a long time. Like, since the early days of IMYTA. That’s not 
to say that all events aren’t great in their own way and that badass 
tricks don’t get laced all the time, but something about the skating 
leading up to and during the final round was not only inspired, but also 
inspiring. It was about Brian Shima pushing everyone and landing tricks 
with a shit-eating grin. Jeff Stockwell getting respect for his seamless 
finessing of the Flow’s many lines. David Sizemore in his obnoxious 
orange pants. And Rob Guererro, Jon Jon Bolino and Jeff Dalnas. The 
crowd was into it. Alex Broskow was into it, too. 

With snow falling on the streets of Columbus, Friday was a stark-white 
and cold but important day in the crescendo that makes up this annual 
blade freak out. Friends from all over converge onto some unsuspecting 
town, and if you were lucky like us your hotel had its own bar that was 
open until 2:30 a.m. But anyway, on Friday the skaters check out the 
park, friends get together to celebrate their shared passions, hotels 
experience myriad unusual odors, and the amateurs compete for a 
chance to skate in the big deal on Saturday. I noticed that the am event 
was held on a much smaller portion of the course, with most of the 
ramp space blocked off by the crowd. I hoped it would be different for 
the pro comp. 

Friday night, lots of hotel rooms got filled with kids living what they 
probably would call the best night of their lives, but plenty of people 
ended up at Milligan’s Pub at the Days Inn, where the bartender freaked 
out at the deep crowd. He must have been scared of tips. Everyone stayed 
up way too late, skipping from room to room, and the early morning 
set-up for the trade show was met with egregiousness. Nonetheless, 
the purveyors of blade products were at the Flow on Saturday morning, 
setting up their booths in anticipation of eager crowds. And despite the 
slow, staggered tide of people — the park only took in groups of 10 at 
a time — before long the crowd had grown to sizeable portions, with 
much commerce going down. The Bitter Cold Showdown again cemented 
itself as the most legitimate trade show in rollerblading. 

Around 3 p.m. the trade show wound down and Daniel Kinney started 
to get the contest under way. I’m pretty sure there were something like 
130 skaters. For the next two hours, heats took turns making use of the 
park, which was swarming with crowds on every flat surface. Eventually 
the judges picked their semifinalists and the contest began again. It 
took about another two hours for the semis to unwind. Nearing 8 p.m., 
with what to me seemed like no end in sight, finalists were announced, 
and it was made clear that we needed to be done by 9 p.m. And then 
the Ohio State Buckeye Fairy came and treated everyone to a BCSD 
miracle, making the contest actually end on time… or really close. 
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by justin eisinger
photography by wes driver & brandon smith

ChRis haffEy / 360 daRKsidE sOul

bRian shima / fast plant 360 tRansfER
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results:
1st place: Alex Broskow
2nd place: Jeff Stockwell
3rd place: Chris Haffey
4th place: Brian Shima
5th place: David Sizemore

But during that last hour of shredding, the Flow skate park underwent 
much domination at the mercy of Sizemore, Austin Paz, Robert 
Guerrero, Franky Morales, Richie Velasquez, Jon Jon, Chris Haffey, 
Shima, Stockwell and Broskow. Seriously, all the guys skated with a lot 
of heart, and it showed. Haffey came out really strong with a huge wall 
ride and his 360 to soul on the bank to vert wall coping. Stockwell 
immediately began dissecting the park with unending lines across all 
the varied terrain available. The dudes in the crowd near me were 
seriously freaking out about how clean Stockwell was skating, which 
got me all excited too. No doubt he was in the zone. Sizemore and Paz 
had solid performances, with David showing his diversity and Austin 
highlighting his clean execution. Obviously, Broskow skated incredibly, 
landing jaw-dropping tricks like the fakie 450 illusion spin top soul 
and, of course, his huge 540 transfer. But to me, the real story was 
Shima, living legend, member of the old guard, scrapping it up in 
the finals and showing everyone how to fall in love with skating all 
over again. I think it would be unfair to say that Shima’s performance 
didn’t have a massive impact on the energy level of the finals. Some, 
like a bulk of the crowd who booed as the results were read, thought 
his performance transcended whatever criteria the judges used to 
determine their final standings, while others spoke of the outcome 
with praise. No matter what your stance, there is no doubt that the 
2008 Bitter Cold Showdown was a weekend full of moments befitting 
much rollerblade pride. Except, of course, for the thieves… those types 
are just assholes. rollerblading magazine

“... it would be unfair to say that 
Shima’s performance didn’t have 
a massive impact on the energy 
level of the finals.”

alEx bROsKOw / 540 tRansfER

OnE bOOth fREE mags! ERiK stOKEly REtuRns

bROsKOw at thE aftER paRty
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picks /

/ bennyHARMANUS
TRICK: 180 window gap

LOCATION: frankfurt, germany

SKATES: deshi

FRAMES: kizer

WHEELS: chimera

GEAR: chimera

PHOTO: driver
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/ ryanGOOGINS
TRICK: true top acid

LOCATION: minneapolis, mn

SKATES: razors

FRAMES: ground control 

WHEELS: m1 

GEAR: con.artist

PHOTO: haynes

/ marcMORENO
TRICK: bs savannah 360 out

LOCATION: los angeles, ca

SKATES: usd

FRAMES: kizer

WHEELS: you are here

GEAR: coca cola

PHOTO: kola
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/ oliSHORT
TRICK: gap to ledge

LOCATION: london, england

SKATES: valo

FRAMES: ground control 

WHEELS: heat

GEAR: kingdom 

PHOTO: butt

/ seanCULLEN
TRICK: bs backslide to fakie

LOCATION: london, england

SKATES: valo

FRAMES: ground control 

WHEELS: klas6 

PHOTO: travers

/ jephHOWARD
TRICK: stale 360

LOCATION: minneapolis, mn

SKATES: razors

FRAMES: ground control

WHEELS: m1

PHOTO: haynes
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minutes

“Come on, Mr. Opalek,” he says with a bit 
of concern in his tone. “Has anyone jumped 
today?” he yells down to some kids on the 
shore of the river, making sure there are 
no logs or branches under the water that 
we cannot see. They all shout back, “Yeah, 
now jump!” They are all way more excited 
than the two of us. We’re standing on a 
one-lane bridge about 40 feet above a river 
in the Coromandel, which is somewhere in 
New Zealand. Brooke Howard-Smith tells me 
a story of the last time he jumped off the 
bridge: He tried a misty flip and it didn’t turn 
out so well — and then he’s off. The drop 
seems shorter than it really is. Especially 
when you’re falling and wondering why you 
haven’t touched the water yet. Brooke tells 
me that the depth of the river is about 8 
feet and that he barely hit the rocks below. 
How reassuring! 

When we get out of the water, the kids 
immediately ask Brooke if he’s the guy from 
“Target,” a consumer-based television show 
that informs, well, consumers if there are 
dodgy business people out there waiting 
to screw them. Brooke also hosts “Joker 
Poker,” a poker show with New Zealand 
celebrities, as well as two action sports-
related shows, “XSTV” and “X Air.” He’s the 
funny guy on TV now.

I’ve been visiting with him for the past four 
weeks. I haven’t been able to spend this 
much time with him in almost a decade. It’s 
been great.

He’s one of those friends who, even if you 
don’t see him for a while — or years, for that 
matter — it’s just like you saw him yesterday 
when you reunite. He doesn’t skip a beat. And 
Brooke will never stop being who he is: One 
part creative, one part romantic, one part 
ego, three parts bullshit! You’ll either love 
him or hate him, but most rollerbladers 
know how valuable he has been to the 
rollerblading community, especially during 
the early years. He was the first person in 
the migration to Los Angeles in the early 
’90s. Besides his love of jumping off natural 
and manmade heights into small pools of 
water, let’s see what he’s been up to in the 
southern hemisphere.
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How did you get involved in TV presenting? I started MCing at X Games in ’96. I 
think I injured myself one year really bad, so Pat (Parnell) and I MCd the X Games 
and it came from there. TV is a lot of fun. It’s easier than rollerblading, I think. And 
you score more… Haffey could be the best rollerblader in the fucking world, but he 
ain’t going out with Miss New Zealand… know what I’m saying?

What’s your art all about? I just copy things Arlo used to draw. I’ll draw a penis, 
a cut-off penis coming out of a guy’s head with a cat eating it! No, I love the art 
’cause it’s very meditative, ’cause I can do it and I don’t have to think about much. 
I love doing it, and Arlo will tell you that I engineer my whole life around things 
that women will find attractive. Playing guitar, the art, being handsome, being tall. 
So, the art is like another arrow in the quiver, string to the bow, so to speak. It 
makes me look sensitive.

Who are the Fierce Asian Gang? That’s a band. You know, when we started “The 
Hoax,” we had that fake movie, and so I started a fake band of guys from other 
bands in New Zealand, and unfortunately, it hasn’t taken off like “The Hoax” did. I 
mean, it’s a fun band, but they all record albums, they’ve all got great big bands, 
so I have to wait, and every now and then we try to coordinate to be in the same 
place. Scotty Crawford plays in it as well and sings in it, and of course, he lives 
in Australia and it’s not that easy, either. But it’s cool and it’s fun. Lots of people 
have downloaded the music. We have a Web site, but I don’t know if it’s still up, 
as I haven’t paid for it in a long time. But you can maybe Google “Fierce Asian 
Gang.”

Congratulations, you’re engaged now. Who is she? That’s right, the rock! Her name 
is Amber Jean Pebbles, she’s a Gemini. I met her about four years ago, and, uh 
yeah, I just got engaged. Quite an impressive ring, huh?

Yeah, I didn’t know they made diamonds that small. That’s a 1.8-carat D-grade 
excellent-cut Diamond Michael. Those of you who know diamonds out there know 
what I’m talking about. 

How does it feel to be engaged to a former Miss New Zealand? Back-to-back for 
two years, she had it back to back ’03 to ’04. Umm, it’s cool. I’m not gonna lie to 
you, it’s cool. I used to go out with Miss Holland when I lived in Holland, too. I 
don’t know, it’s just something about me.

How did you feel when you got deported? I wasn’t deported. I want to be technical 
about this. I was refused entry. I was coming back from Austria from doing a skate 
design session with Oxygen. I just flew 12 hours from Austria to Boston, and I 
listed a hotel as the place I was staying. But my passport was all ragged. They 
said, “Where are you staying in Los Angeles,” and I said, “With my friend Arlo.” 
They asked for his phone number. Arlo was staying at Daily Bread with Jess 
(Dyrenforth) and Jess briefed him. He said don’t say that Brooke works in the U.S., 
they went through the whole brief. But Arlo came clean to the (Immigration and 
Naturalization Service) and then they refused me entry. It felt bad; it felt crazy. It 
was another 36 hours to fly home. But back in those days I was such a scammer 
that I figured I’d be able to get back in somehow. And, of course, I did. I came 
back in a few dozen times over the next three to four years. 

What’s your involvement in the industry now with England Clothing and all that?
It’s hard. I mean, the biggest thing about being back in New Zealand — I love 
being back here and I’ve had some amazing opportunities. But you forget how 
social rollerblading is. I don’t have any inclination to skate with any people I don’t 
know at all, or even people I don’t like. There are people I do like and know here, 
you know, half my bar staff have been rollerbladers, but the only people I really 
care about skating with are the people I skated with back in the day. I skated with 
Arlo, B Love, Brian Smith… (Brooke grins yet again, leaving me out of his list.)… 
you know, the guys from the “Hoax 2” tour. When I was back in the states a year 
and a half ago, I rollerbladed and that was cool. So, I’m really disconnected from 
the industry down here, and I worked on England for a long time, and now it’s 
just hard to feel connected. When I got back to America, I felt very connected. So, 
who knows. I’d move back to America to TV present, not to rollerblade. I’m actually 
waiting 'till everyone else quits, so I can be the best in the world!

What have you been doing these past years, since you’ve been back in New 
Zealand the past eight years or so? I started to do TV. A lot of TV. I started doing 
an action sports show here and that led to a lot of stuff. I present for a channel 
called TV3 here, and get to do things like the Rugby World Cup and some other 
shows I do down here that are kind of prime time boring shows. Oh, sorry, and 
I have a bar. And the bar is really good. And people reading this can come and 
visit and I will buy you a drink… one drink! (NOTE: Brooke’s bar tab in 2007 from 
buying friends drinks was somewhere around $33,000 New Zealand dollars. He’s 
trying to cut that back a little.)

What inspired you to come to California in �992? I met a guy called Eric Wylie 
when the Team Rollerblade dance team toured through New Zealand. I’ve been 
skating for a couple years at that point, and we went skating with them, and I 
noticed they weren’t doing a lot of things that we were doing. I always assumed 
they would be a lot, lot better than we were. They said, “You guys should come 
over and you could make some money there.” And so I did. 

What was rollerblading like back then? Well, he was lying. You couldn’t make 
any money. I spent the first three years, you know, living hand to mouth. I think 
I had about $5,000 a year on average. I took out a student loan for $7,000 and 
that lasted me for a year and a half. There were a lot of people that would have 
you stay at their house, people like Chris Mitchell and Eric Wylie, and people like 
that had people staying at their house all the time. So, it was maybe a case of all 
these people coming from all over the world and staying at about four people’s 
houses in California.

When do you think the scene really began? It began then. The best thing about it 
was everyone was in these tight little groups ’cause we had nowhere to stay and 
so every day we’d get up and go skate. Because we didn’t have to get jobs or we 
couldn’t get jobs, all we had to do was go skate. Sometimes we’d spend 10, 11, 12 
hours a day just going out and fooling around, trying different things.

How was Senate started? Way back in the day we started filming a movie. I don’t 
even know whose camcorder it was, maybe it was Chris’ (Mitchell) or Arlo’s, I 
don’t know? (Brooke looks at me like I should know the answer, even though 
I didn’t know he existed at that point in time.) Chris, Arlo and myself started 
filming ourselves skate. Arlo and I spent more time skating together. We started 
telling everyone we were making a movie. Shaun Tomlin and the guys (Groove 
Productions) started making “Dare to Air.” We told them we were making a movie 
too. We’d show them these teasers. It was really ghetto. We actually had… ah… 
this is the start of the movie “The Hoax.” We cut all the footage together and we 
didn’t know how to put the music onto the tape, so we’d cue up the Pixies’ “Where 
Is My Mind?” on a tape and we’d press play on the tape recorder at the same time 
as we’d press play on the video and we’d show people this teaser. A lot of it was 
crashing. I think the very first Daily Bread said we were working on a movie that 
was all bails and called “The Hoax…” I think that’s what happened. So, the movie 
“The Hoax” started out and then we built kind of a crew out of that, um, and we 
wanted to build a company. We had a fake movie; we thought, “Why not build a 
fake company.” We called it Senate; I don’t know where we came up with that. I 
think the video cover of “The Hoax” had photos of Clarence Thomas having sex 
with a girl from a porn mag. And he was in the Senate. Is that right?

And your vision with Senate? From the start, my vision with Senate… you know, 
I always liked building companies and building brands and logos. I love creating 
the culture and trying to make rollerblading cool, and Arlo I’m sure felt the same 
way. Arlo always wanted there to be more of an edgier feel to Senate than I did. 
I think the very first graphic Arlo drew was a kid with the baseball bat behind his 
back and it said, “Kill you parents,” and we had a giant fight, and his second one 
he drew a picture of me and it said, “I’m a pussy.” We all had different visions 
for Senate, but eventually probably what it was was a good vision. A way for us 
to enjoy rollerblading and make a bit of money and have our friends skate for us 
and with us and play grownups, making a company.

What was it like making the first videos like “Hoax,” “Hoax 2” and “Mad Beef”? 
The early parts of making the videos ourselves were great. We were going out 
and every day you’d be quote unquote “inventing something” or doing certainly 
something you’ve never done before. And then Evan Stone and Craig Carol (T-Bone 
Films) got onboard with their cinematography prowess. They helped us focus a 
little bit more, and Arlo and I would go on shoots and be awfully competitive. 
We’d literally try to push the boundaries there while people were filming; great 
way to show off. Ahh. It was frustrating sometimes, we shot a lot for “The Hoax” 
’cause they figured they’d need it for the sequel. But by the time they made the 
sequel there were all sorts of new tricks. Of course, “The Hoax 2” was amazing, 
traveling across the country with myself, Brian, Arlo — it was incredible — B Love, 
who can forget B Love. Next question! (Brooke laughs and grins at me, who he 
isn’t including in the roster.) Oh, I’m sorry, Dave Kollasch was on the tour with us 
for a little while!

What were your favorite memories of skating back in the day? Most enjoyable 
experience is probably … a lot of it would revolve around Spohn Ranch, which was 
the real start of that intense community in 1994 when people from Atlanta and the 
Midwest… is Atlanta in the Midwest? (Laughs.) I know that I know that. Capital is 
Athens, Georgia! See, I know that! So, anyways, 1994 is the year everyone talks 
about. We’re starting this answer again… 1994 is the year everyone talks about 
’cause all of us were reasonable young kids who skated with a group of two or 
three people in our respective hometowns and that’s when everyone arrived from 
all over the world, literally. People from Japan, Australia, people from Atlanta, New 
York, everyone arrived in California and we still had only four houses. We had Mark 
Shays’ apartment, Spohn Ranch, maybe Chris’ place, just a few houses. Everyone 
would wake up and be so amped to skate because everyone had brought different 
types of styles and different tricks. And it was just so exciting, and of course, that 
was before the big boom, so it was really exciting to see anyone that rollerbladed. 
Andy Kruse wore a dress… sweet!

What does she do now? Miss Holland? Her name is Linda Ecking. We dated for a 
little while. Still looking good. She just had a kid. Amber presents for MTV here in 
New Zealand. She’s a very funny girl, a lovable funny girl. She’s also the Maybelline 
girl, and, uhh, she cleans the house mostly, keeps it intact. 

Is there competition between you to be better presenters? No, she’ll become 
good! No, no, no, she’s a very good presenter! We’re very different. I’ve had a 
long time to present, and I don’t know if I’m a very good presenter, but I get paid 
thousands of dollars a day… woop woop! Anyone reading this that I owe money 
to, I swear it’s coming back soon. I’m just getting back on my feet.

Do you battle to see who gets more photos in the gossip magazines? No, the 
gossip magazines love her. I’m like an accessory. She was on a cover with the 
prime minister. She’s always in the gossip magazines. I’m always the guy off on 
the side. I notice when she goes away they stop calling me. It’s kind of sad. 

What’s the fame like in New Zealand? What we have, it’s really mellow because 
it’s kind of undercover. It’s kind of like when we were rollerblading and doing well 
at rollerblading, people wouldn’t just come up to you in the street and go, like, 
“Woo yeah,” and try to touch you, but when you went to a shop, people would be 
kind of stoked to say, “Hi,” and be really friendly. When I was in France presenting 
the World Cup, I was in a town called Toulouse. Here’s what fame is only good 
for: I went to this shop and I said to this guy — whose name ends up being 
Thomas — I said, “Hey, uh, I’m trying to track down some French rollerbladers. 
Just thought I’d hang out. My name is Brooke Howard-Smith.” And he was stoked, 
he was like, “Oh, I remember you from back in the day.” Actually, he was far more 
complimentary than that, but it would be embarrassing for me to say. But he was 
an absolute sweetheart. The rollerbladers took me out that night and introduced 
me to everyone. It was great fun. That’s the side effect of having success in 
rollerblading, and it’s very similar in television (in New Zealand). I can go out and 
meet some people and they’ll be nice to me and that’s cool… And I want to be 
honest with everyone out there: I would not have a fiancee that looked like Amber 
if I wasn’t on television. She wouldn’t ever talk to me… seriously.

Tell me more about Amber. She sounds way more interesting than you. Ahh let’s 
see… what else about Amber… I don’t know. No, that’s it.

Ah huh, yeah, and what’s going on with Amber these days? Umm she’s in 
Fungamata learning how to surf. Ahh if anyone out there wants us to present 
TV shows, I’ll come back. I’ll tell you what, this is the first thing: You know, I’m 
not entirely involved in the industry anymore. I still have some contact with 
the industry, but I still have a deep affinity with rollerblading. I’ll still, if I’m 
driving past a skate park, I’ll stop and get out and talk with them and hang out. 
And like I said, just about every person I’ve employed at the bar has been a 
rollerblader and has tried to steel from me. A lot of people that frequent the bar 
are rollerbladers. 

What kind of bar is it? It’s an old strip bar. It’s underneath a strip bar. It’s full of 
dirty girls… I don’t want to say any more. Umm, Mike Opalek is not ah… I mean 
you're not an unhandsome man, you’re not an unattractive man, but you managed 
to pick up a hot girl there! So, all of you thinking of coming to New Zealand, it’s a 
lot like “Lord of the Rings” down here, and you can score in my bar.

Cool, cool. OK, OK, enough about you, more about Amber, please.
She’s about 5’8”, she’s got long dark hair, very nice hair.

Do you feel like she’s better than you? Oh yeah… Oh yeah, that’s the secret to a 
good relationship, otherwise you do stupid shit. If you know or believe that your 
girlfriend at some point in time will realize that she’s better than you and will 
leave you, you work really hard to try to keep her in the haze of romance. Do you 
want some good romantic tips, Mikey?

Yeah, yeah. I mean, I don’t, but I’m sure people reading this do! ’Cause a lot 
of people out there will think, “Engaged! How did you do it?” Ahh, extravagant 
gestures. Not expensive, but extravagant gestures. Things that will take lots of time. 
Random; don’t need to be during holiday periods or birthdays or anniversaries; 
and really think them through. I’ll write you a list of things that I’ve done. They’re 
really cool. Oh, um, and massages! Do you want to know how to break up with 
a girl?

Sure! Ask her to have a three-way with her best friend! If she doesn’t break up with 
you, you get to have a three-way with her best friend. It’s perfect! What’s some 
more good advice… Don’t start a rollerblading clothing company… A lot of you out 
there are thinking of starting a rollerblading company… don’t do it! rollerblading magazine
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You know how when you watch a skate video you tend to memorize the 
whole thing? The tricks, the order of the sections, the audio from the DVD 
menu, even the commercials? Well, those commercials are often just as 
much work as what you see in the video itself. A long drawn out process 
of importing clips and arranging pieces on a timeline that, in the end, 
lasts only 30 seconds or so onscreen. 

I bet you didn’t know that for a long time most of the commercials — and 
animation in general, for that matter — in those videos was all done by 
one person. I bet you’d be surprised to find out that that one person is a 
pro rollerblader of whom you’ve already heard.

Matt Andrews is that rollerblader. While he doesn’t skate nearly as much 
as he used to, he’s still right there in your latest skate video, but behind 
the scenes. Those trees in “Barely Dead” growing out of Franky Morales’ 
hands? The little animations in both “We Are Valo” videos, and online 
before Valo’s clips of the week? Those are Matt Andrews. He’s created a 
very secure business for himself in the inline industry by providing all 
things motion graphics for all the companies you know and love. Nearly 
every major inline skate, clothing and accessory company has worked 
with Matt on some level at one point in time. From the IMYTA (where I 
first met him and got to work with him) to Rollerblade, Xsjado, USD and 
Esoteric.

As visible as he is in the inline world, it has now become just a small 
corner of the Matt Andrews universe. Since moving to New York City in 
late 2006, Black Mandrews has spread out his network considerably, 
working freelance with such illustrious firms as Imaginary Forces, BUCK 
and Liflelong Friendship Society. You might’ve seen some of this work on 
the MTV Video Music Awards last summer. In more recent news, he just 
wrapped up 11 straight days of 10-plus hours each working on a piece for 
Kobe Bryant and Nike Basketball. Big Time.

As with just about every artist I’ve gotten to know, Matt has that 
commitment to his craft that creates marathon battles of productivity vs. 
the desire to sleep. I’ve watched him at work at 5 in the morning, after 
being up for most of the previous day, only to sleep for a few hours in the 
early morning and then get up and do it all over again. He’s relentless. 
But that shows. In that natural, water-like skating style of his and in the 
work he produces. You know it’s Matt when you can’t look away from 
the screen.

If you’re into his work and want to see more, check out his Web site at 
www.silkyblackgold.com. Or, you can just sit tight until the next big skate 
video is released, because undoubtedly, Matt will be a part of it in one 
way or another.

l matt andrews / by mike rios
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DOMESTIC

ALABAMA 
Madison 

Insanity Skate Park

ARIZONA 
Chandler 
Revolution Skate Shop

CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield 
Intuition Skate Shop

San Francisco 
D-structure

Chula Vista 
Chula Vista Skatepark 
Escondido 
SDSF

Escondido 
Escondido Skatepark

Granada Hills 
KC Sports  
Lawndale 
Rollerskates of  America  
North Hills 
Valley Skate & Surf 

San Francisco 
Skates on Haight  
San Luis Obispo 
Inline Warehouse

Stallion Springs 
Woodward West 
Sunnyvale 
Aggressive Mall

Rocklin 
Rollerwarehouse

COLORADO 
Centennial 
TS Centennial

Lakewood 
Woodward Skatepark

Fort Collins 
The Wright Life

CONNECTICUT 
Bristol 
CT Bike & Skate

FLORIDA

Brandenton 
V Town Surf & Skate (3)

Ft. Myers 
Ft. Myers Skatepark

Jacksonville Beach 
Skate Bomb

Jacksonville 
Kona 
Lake Worth 
Skates USA

Merritt Island 
Eastwood Board Supply

Orlando 
University Surf & Skate 
Artisan Skate Company  

Sarasota 
V Town Surf & Skate 

Sunrise 
The Skate Shop

West Palm Beach 
Skates USA Skatepark 
Miami Beach 
Airborne Skate Enterprises

GEORGIA 
Lawrenceville 
Skatepile 
Woodward Skatepark

IDAHO 
Boise 
Newt & Harold’s

Coeur D'alene 
Cheap Skatez 

ILLINOIS 
Glenview 
Grind Gear Skate Shop 
Lisle 
Skate Shack (2)

INDIANA

La Porte 
Blazing Wheels

IOWA

Mason City 
The Skateshop

KANSAS 
Shawnee 
Freeride Bike & Skate

KENTUCKY

Louisville 
Adrenaline Zone

Florence 
Triple A Skatepark

Bowling Green 
Blue Wallace

MICHIGAN

Bloomfield Hills 
Summit Sports

Clarksotn 
Zero Gravity

Clinton Twp. 
Landslide Skatepark

Royal Oak 
Modern Skate & Surf 
Riverview 
Cheapskates

MINNESOTA 
Anoka 
Pinewski’s Board & Ski

Minneapolis 
Cal Surf

MISSOURI 

Joplin 
The Bridge Skatepark

St. Joseph 
Forces of Nature

St. Louis 
Rampriders

Woodward Skatepark

Springfield 
Springfield Skatepark

NORTH CAROLINA

Greensboro 
915 Skatepark

Brevard 
Zero Gravity Skatepark

NEW HAMPSHIRE  
Nashua 
Play It Again Sports

Dover 
Philbricks Sports

NEW JERSEY 
Perth Amboy 
Spoiled Brat

Flemington 
Shields Skatepark

NEVADA 
Reno 
Openground Skatepark

NEW YORK

Allegany 
Allegany Skate Park

Buffalo 
Xtreme Wheelz

New York City

Blades 6th Ave

Blades 72nd st

Blades Broadway

Queensbury 
Halfpipe Thrills

OHIO

Brookpark 
Chenga World

Dayton 
180 Skatepark

PENNSYLVANIA 
Downing Town 

Low Riders  

Philadelphia 
Neglected Truth

Woodward Skatepark

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Greenville 
Ximeno Sports

Inman 
Inman Skatepark

TENNESSEE 
Nashville 
Asphalt Beach

TEXAS

Grapevine 
Woodward Skatepark

Katy 
Adrenaline Skatepark 
Sugarland 
Connections Skate Shop

Laredo 
Exodus Skateboards 
Plano 
Eisenberg Skate Park

Stafford 
Sun & Ski Sports

Bluebonnet

Retail Concepts

Greenbriar

Retail Concepts 

UTAH

Layton 
Roll Mart

VIRGINIA  
Sterling 
Alpine Ski Shop

WASHINGTON 

Renton 

Skatebarn West

WISCONSIN

Cable 

Lake Owen Camp 

Eau Claire

Eau Claire Bike & Sport 

Erolling Skate Shop

Janeville 

Pipe Skatepark 

Kimberly 

Undercover Skatepark

Madison 
Focus Snow & Skate

Wausau 
Dwellers Skateshop

Warrens 
The Neighborhood Skatepark

INTERNATIONAL

AUSTRIA/FRANCE/POLAND/
HOLLAND 
Bayr & Kalt Handel

AUSTRALIA

Bayside Blades

BRAZIL

CPI Mag

CANADA 

Lethbridge, Alberta 
Gang Store

Vancouver, BC 
Outaline

Shop-Task

Calgary, Alberta 
Skatepark Of Calgary

Plaster Rock, NB 
Roll East 
Montreal, Quebec 
D-Structure

COLUMBIA

Vice Skate Shop

ECUADOR 
Guillermo Teran

ENGLAND

Shiner

GERMANY 
Grindhouse

GREECE 
Athlopaidia

HONG KONG

O22y

IRELAND 
Wreckless

JAPAN

Ease Distribution

KOREA 
Rolling Mall

KUWAIT 
Wind Rider Sports

MEXICO

Rollerstore Mexico

USD Mexico

Aggressive Roller

MALAYSIA

Rupert Rage

PUERTO RICO 
Waves N Wheels

POLAND 
Hedonskate.com

RUSSIA

Freestyle Distribution

SWITZERLAND 
Rolling Rock Distribution

SINGAPORE 
Go Sports

SOUTH AFRICA 
Skate Access

TAIWAN

Goodmen

Taiwan Roller

UKRAINE 
King Size
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erik bailey, professional blader, San Francisco, California

You know him, you love him, you can’t live without him; may we introduce 
Erik Bailey, serving, we hope, as the new master of ceremonies in the Blade 
DVD review department. Erik and I were drinking delicious beers in Salzburg, 
Austria, when he recommended that one person be responsible for all the 
reviews, so they would be more consistent. We said sure, you do it. Now let’s 
see where it goes. He chirps in on “The Wasted Years.”

cory casey, project manager, San Diego, California

The Duke is on deck. Cory Casey shed his shell of semi-blade-retirement to 
shake his tail feathers with the Rat Tail posse during their trip to Germany 
and Austria. We shared some ridiculous laughs out on the town in Salzburg, 
and some great bratwurst in Bad Reichenhall, and now hopefully Cory will 
share his words with all of you in more features in ONE. This issue he tackles 
the “Clip 4” review.

nick riggle, philosophy student, New York, New York

If you don’t know about Nick Riggle, then you don’t know much about the 
history of rolling. An early innovator with clips in tons of VGs, including an 
inspiring mini-view in “VG6: Toys Beneath our Feet,” followed by sections in 
Salomon team video, the first Dyna video, and “7 Days.” He once skated for 
Third World, made That Grabs look so sick, and was doing wild cement park 
transfers and spins before most anyone. 
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contributors /

adam johnson, videographer and clothier, Lawrence, Kansas

If you’re looking for colorful personalities then look no further then Adam 
Johnson. Long recognized as an outspoken character with the chops to back 
it up, AJ is responsible for many of your favorite video projects, is an owner 
of Vibralux, and ties it all together with his company Straight Jacket Distri-
bution. Recently we caught up with him in Germany at the Winterclash and 
then in Ohio at the Bittercold Showdown. 

4>
richie velasquez, professional blader, Woodward West, California

We did a story in our first issue about the book “We Skate Hardcore” not 
only because it is an intriguing look at early NYC blade culture through the 
eyes of an outsider, but mostly because among the crew it studies is Richie 
Velasquez. Blading helped Richie get from the tough streets of his youth all 
the way to Woodward West in California, where he runs the inline program, 
and helps mastermind the AIL, skates for Rollerblade, and raises his family.

�>
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Whether you spend your days exploring the streets on urethane, 
standing in your sales department, or sitting in front of a 
computer, exercising your neck is a great way to improve posture 
and relieve stress.  

wellness /
nEcK strEtchEs
IllustratIOns by rObert lIevanOs / www.fadehurrIcane.cOm

Chin to chest stretch

Placing both hands at the rear of your head, interlock your fingers with 
thumbs pointing down and elbows pointing straight ahead, then slowly 
pull your head down towards your chest. Hold and repeat. 

Neck circles

While standing, slowly bow your chin to your chest, rolling your chin 
across your collarbone toward your right shoulder. Now pause here to 
inhale, then exhale while rolling your chin slowly across your collarbone 
toward the left shoulder. Repeat this exercise five times.

Side neck stretch

Starting with your shoulders relaxed, gently tilt your head toward your 
shoulder. Gently pull your head to the side to intensify the stretch. 

Lying neck pull

Lie on your back with both legs bent, then grasp the back of your head with 
your fingers and slowly pull your chin down forward toward your chest. For 
best results, try to keep your upper back in contact with the floor.   
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